PNPI donors have an extraordinary impact on our Summer Scholars Program—a program that provides a unique opportunity for undergraduate and graduate students with demonstrated financial need to learn about federal higher education policy in the nation's capital. The program provides scholars with housing, transportation, and a living wage. We provide this level of support to eliminate all financial barriers to interning in Washington because we want to do our part in introducing voices who might not otherwise be heard to the federal policymaking process. With donors' generosity in sustaining and expanding the program, our scholars work each summer to build both their knowledge base and their professional networks. Our hope is that our scholars will someday return to Washington for a career in federal policymaking.

Giving Circle Tiers & Benefits

**White Cap: Foundational Donors**
Donors who give an amount up to $499

Benefits:
- Access to non-ticketed PNPI alumni events
- Donor lunch with PNPI’s Summer Scholars

**Blue Cap: Sustaining Donors**
Donors who give an amount between $500-$4,999*

Benefits:
- Access to non-ticketed PNPI alumni events and 50% off ticketed events
- Donor lunch with PNPI’s Summer Scholars
- PNPI Annual Book Pick
- A PNPI SWAG bag

**Gold Cap: Premier Donors**
Donors who give an amount of $5,000 or more

Benefits:
- Access to all PNPI alumni events (non-ticketed or ticketed)
- Donor lunch with PNPI’s Summer Scholars
- PNPI Annual Book Pick
- A PNPI SWAG bag
- Access to three PNPI higher ed topic reading lists each year
- Public recognition on the PNPI website

**Donors who choose to contribute monthly are automatically granted Blue Cap: Sustaining Donors status.**